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Abstract. “Web 1.0 connected humans with machines. Web 2.0 connected humans with humans. Web 3.0 connects machines with machines.” 1
On the one hand, an incredible amount of valuable data is described by
billions of triples, machine-accessible and interconnected thanks to the
promises of Linked Data. On the other hand, rest is a scalable, resourceoriented architectural style that, like the Linked Data vision, recognizes
the importance of links between resources. Hypermedia apis are resources, too—albeit dynamic ones—and unfortunately, neither Linked
Data principles, nor the rest-implied self-descriptiveness of hypermedia
apis sufficiently describe them to allow for long-envisioned realizations
like automatic service discovery and composition. We argue that describing inter-resource links—similarly to what the Linked Data movement
has done for data—is the key to machine-driven consumption of apis.
In this paper, we explain how the description format restdesc captures
the functionality of apis by explaining the effect of dynamic interactions,
effectively complementing the Linked Data vision.

1

The Linked Data Story is Only Half of the Story

Let us take a step back and think about the Web in its most abstract form.
What we see are resources, with an unparalleled variety, and an ever increasing
number of links between them [7]. Resources and their representations make up
the essence of the Web [11], while the Linked Data vision made us all realize
again the crucial role links play therein. Indeed, links have been the catalysts of
the success of the human Web, and they continue to prove their strengths on the
Semantic Web [5]. The representations of resources—and therefore data—are
given meaning by links, corresponding to well-defined rdf predicates.
1
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Static actions (e.g., following links)
The Linked Data principles tell agents
what happens if they GET /books/443.
They indeed receive a representation of the
resource identified by that URI, in this case a book.
This process, called “dereferencing”, is driven by the
typed links (hasBook, hasReview) between resources.

hasReview

Review 7

Dynamic actions (e.g., submitting forms)
However, while humans might predict what happens
when they POST to /books/443, machines cannot.
Therefore, the goal of RESTdesc is to explain the
effect of a state-changing operation on a resource,
in this case creating a new review for the book.
This process is also driven by the same typed links.

Fig. 1. restdesc complements Linked Data by explaining a hyperlink’s dynamic
functionality in machine-readable form. For instance, we can express with restdesc
what happens when agents use POST on a linked resource instead of GET.

If links are so important, why don’t we see them on the service-side of the Web
yet? When Fielding redesigned the http [10] specification, he had a resourceoriented model in mind where hypermedia drives Web applications: Representational State Transfer (rest, [11]). As he later clarified, the hypermedia constraint imposed by rest tells us that representations of a resource should contain the controls (e.g., links and forms) to possible next steps or resources [9].
Consequently, modeling Web services or apis the rest way leads to the same
resources-and-links paradigm at the core of the human and the Semantic Web.
In all fairness, rest apis—as defined by Fielding—are scarce. Hypermediadriven apis are vastly outnumbered by plain http and rpc interfaces. However,
this can in fact be compared to unstructured and unlinked data being currently
more present on the Web than Linked Data. Therefore, the scarceness doesn’t
change the status of resource- and link-orientedness as well-suited model for
automated agents to perform static and dynamic interactions on the Web.
Currently missing is a way for agents to know what effect a state-changing
operation will have. Linked Data gives the answer for information-retrieving
operations, known as dereferencing. Performing a GET operation on a resource’s
uri will provide the agent with information about that resource. But what
happens when the agent performs a POST operation on the same resource?
Since Fielding suggests the controls (e.g., links and forms) should point to
possible next steps or resources, it is obvious how the state change happens.
However, what this state change will bring might be obvious to humans, but
is still unknown to machines. Therefore, in this paper, we zoom in on how the
description format restdesc [21] explains to agents what will happen if statechanging operations are performed on a resource, complementary to the Linked
Data principles that explain the same for static operations. This complementary
nature is illustrated in Fig. 1, which positions Linked Data and restdesc.
This paper starts by describing the differences and similarities of Linked Data
and hypermedia apis in the next section, zooming in on the gaps that need to
be bridged. Section 3 illustrates the role restdesc can play herein by formally
expressing the relationship between resources in a hypermedia api. We compare
restdesc with other approaches in Section 4. Finally, Section 5 looks back on
the discussed topics and ends by indicating the importance of hypermedia-driven
apis on the Web for autonomous agents.
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A Joint Future for Linked Data and Hypermedia apis

We start this section with an essential definition to avoid misunderstandings on
the thin ice of rest, restlike, and unrestful apis:
Hypermedia Web apis are interfaces to manipulate resources according to
the http method semantics, serving representations of these resources along
with the controls to advance through the interface [9].2
Striking parallels between Linked Data and hypermedia apis exist—and this
is not a coincidence, since both are closely tied to the original visions and architecture of the Web. One of the common elements are resources: concepts
in Linked Data are identified by one or multiple uris, which, when requested
through http GET, lead to information about that concept. Hypermedia apis
are similarly structured as concepts or resources, with the constraints that every uri should identify a resource and that the http methods should be used
conform to the http specification [10]. The semantics of the GET method have
therein been defined as “obtaining the information identified by the uri”, which,
unsurprisingly, matches the Linked Data purpose.
The other common element are links: as the name implies, they play a vital
role in Linked Data, and they are at the heart of the Semantic Web. Links are
what gives a concept’s data meaning beyond its own context. More concretely, if
an agent does not understand what a data property means, it can look up that
property because its link is an http uri. The same applies to hypermedia apis:
the controls, telling us how other resources relate to the current resource, can
be links. Details on the nature of the relation are conveyed by link types, which
can have the same uris as Linked Data properties [17].
In essence, one could see the whole Linking Open Data Cloud [6] as a large,
distributed hypermedia application. This is in fact how its usage is encouraged:
an agent starts from one resource and can make its way through the whole cloud,
just by “following its nose”, thanks to the links. However, it only provides a subset
of the possibilities of what we expect from a hypermedia api: merely retrieval
operations are supported. Yet, the role of links here remains important: browsing
billions of triples in billions of resources would otherwise prove difficult.
An interesting aspect of rest is that it does not matter whether the resources
and triples already exist. They can either be part of documents, or be the result
of a service invocation—but the agent does not have to know and does not
have to care. For example, a huge dataset of natural numbers has been made
available as Linked Data [23], yet the information of each number is not static,
but instead generated dynamically when an agent dereferences its uri. This
dataset is thus what we would traditionally consider a “service”, but thanks to
the rest principles, it manifests itself as just another set of linked resources.
2

Hypermedia apis are synonymous to “rest apis or services, in the sense as defined
by Fielding” [11]. This last clarification is important, since many apis that were
given a “rest” label do not, or only partially, adhere to Fielding’s definition, which
is why we use the term “hypermedia api” to distinguish the intended meaning [13].
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Nevertheless, we often associate the concept of services additionally with
action-driven behavior, for example, allowing us to post a comment or order
tickets. In a rest architectural model, these actions are captured by the modification or creation of resources, linked to existing resources. While these and similar actions are very common on the human Web and on the Web of services, the
Semantic Web still struggles with state-changing operations [4]. Several mechanisms are there (e.g., sparql UPDATE [12]), but issues such as authorization and
security still impede wide adoption. Consequently, the Linked Data vision must
in the meantime assume that the publisher and consumer sides are distinct, i.e.,
that consumers of Linked Data will not need to perform write operations. This
simplifying assumption has its benefits—just look at the overwhelming amount of
data—but will not be sufficient for the vision of autonomous agents that require
actions in the real world. Indeed, as the comment and ticket examples indicate,
many interactions we perform daily involve write actions. Therefore, in the next
section, we will look at the requirements of agents for browsing full hypermedia
apis, which offer both information-retrieving and state-changing operations.

3

restdesc Describes Hypermedia Links

As an example, let us consider the situation of Fig. 1. Starting from the book
store’s main uri, an agent discovers resources in a fully hypermedia-driven way.
Its steps might be the following:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

GET a representation of the index resource at /.
Find a hasBook link in this representation titled “The Catcher in the Rye”.
GET a representation of this linked resource at /books/443.
Find a hasReview link in this representation.
GET a representation of this linked resource at /books/443/reviews/7.

This way of working is hypermedia-driven, because the agent only follows the
representation-supplied controls (e.g., links) to go from one step to the next.
This approach works perfectly so far, because the agent knows in each step
what the result will look like, thanks to the Linked Data principles. Even if it
should not, it can execute the GET request without any harm, since the http
specification states the GET method is safe [10]. What the agent cannot do, however, is carelessly issue a POST request in one of the steps, since a) it cannot predict what the result will be and b) testing what the result is can have unwanted
consequences, as POST is unsafe. Furthermore, it cannot determine what body it
should send along with the POST request. Although some representation formats
provide forms (e.g., html and Atom), others lack form functionality (e.g., rdf),
but in either case, it is unclear how the result relates to the submitted data.
The restdesc description format [21] explains in a machine-processable way
what functionality is offered by a certain hypermedia link. This enables agents
to understand what data they can send along with a POST request and how this
data will influence the outcome of the request. Listing 1 displays a description
of the hasBook link type and serves as an illustration of several common aspects
of restdesc descriptions.
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@prefix ex: <http://example.org/book-store#>.
@prefix http: <http://www.w3.org/2011/http#>.
{
?store ex:hasBook ?book. 1
?review ex:author _:author;
ex:rating _:rating;
ex:contents _:text.
}
=>
{
_:request http:methodName "POST"; 2
http:requestURI ?book;
http:body ?review;
http:resp [ http:body ?book ].
?book ex:hasReview ?review. 3
}.

Listing 1. restdesc describes the act of posting a review by explaining the associated
hypermedia link.

restdesc descriptions are expressed in Notation3 (n, [2]), a small superset
of rdf put forward by Tim Berners-Lee. n adds support for quantification,
necessary to create statements concerning all resources instead of only specific
ones. The description in Listing 1 consists of three parts and can be read as:
1 if you obtain a book from a hasBook hyperlink
2 then you can make a POST request to that book’s uri
3 to add a review with the supplied parameters to that book.
The logical foundations of n (nlogic, [3]) define an operational semantics,
i.e., restdesc descriptions are n rules that can be instantiated and executed
by a reasoner. Concretely, if the agent has been given the contents of a review
(author, rating, content), it can follow these hypermedia-driven steps:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

GET the restdesc description of hasBook.3
GET a representation of the index resource at /.
Find a hasBook link in this representation titled “The Catcher in the Rye”.

Instantiate the description with the review and found link.
POST the review, as instructed by the description, at /books/443.

Note again how only hypermedia controls are used to get from one step to the
next. The added value of restdesc here is to explain the agent in advance what
effect the POST request will have, so it can decide whether to execute this request.
In real-world applications, restdesc descriptions can be used for goal-driven api
compositions [22]. For instance, the user can supply the review parameters as
input, and ask that it is submitted to a certain book.
3

restdesc discovery, i.e., how to GET restdesc descriptions, has been discussed earlier [21]. The agent could for example dereference the hasBook link.
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Related Work

Description of Web services or apis for automated use has been on the Web since
before the advent of the Semantic Web (notably wsdl [8]), and played an important part during the beginning of the Semantic Web’s inception. Several of the
first initiatives are well-known: owl-s [16], which evolved from daml-s [1], and
the conceptually different wsmo [15,19]. These formats target what are called
“Big” Web services [18], which function in a message-passing or Remote Procedure Call (rpc) paradigm. While these models use Semantic Web elements such
as ontologies, they predate the Linked Data vision and the recent revaluation of
rest apis. Neither owl-s nor wsmo have stood the test of time, as extensive
Web searches did not reveal substantial real-world usage. We therefore focus on
more recent research projects that have design goals similar to restdesc, e.g.,
a focus on functionality and/or hypermedia apis.
Linked Open Services (los, [14]) have an http api approach, in which
sparql graph patterns identify the offered functionality. Part of the project’s
scope concerns the lifting and lowering of existing services, since many of them
do not expose their data in a semantic format yet. A difference with restdesc
is that los apis are not committed to the hypermedia constraint, whereas the
hypermedia-driven consumption of apis is a central concept in restdesc.
Linked Data Services (lids, [20]) have a similar notion of input and output
graphs. They use the input data to construct a resource’s uri, as opposed to
los, which sends input data in the request body. The result is an api whose
interactions are thus in a sense solely form-based—the form structure being
defined by the unbound variables in the input graph pattern. In addition to
forms (not discussed in this paper), restdesc also aims to support the link part
of the hypermedia control set.

5

Conclusion

The Linked Data vision strives to connect data on the Web, making it available
in a machine-processable format. Hypermedia apis similarly strive for connectedness of resources, but also consider the write side of interactions. Their goals
are similar, and so are their tools: both make automated consumption of the Web
available using the core principles of the http architecture, featuring resources,
representations, and links. However, dealing with state-changing operations
requires automated agents to have expectations of what consequences their
actions will have.
restdesc shows how existing Semantic Web technologies can be combined to
explain the functionality of a Web api to those agents. It enables us to apply the
Linked Data vision to hypermedia apis by describing the meaning of links for
state-changing operations. In that sense, it is a plea for more hypermedia apis
on the Web, as they beautifully incorporate the controls that future autonomous
agents will need to browse the Web. Therefore, we believe it is time to transition
today’s services towards hypermedia apis by adding the missing links.
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